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Abstract. Multi-touch screens are the fastest growing main stream technology
for human-computer interaction and gestural operation usually accompanies their
use. Research has shown that configuring single-touch screens at greater tilting
angles might optimize manual operation. Furthermore, gestural operation, given
its direct-manipulating nature, may enable better performance in object manipu‐
lation tasks. The current study recruited 20 volunteer participants to perform a
mixed computer task by 4 modes of operations on a multi-touch screen at 2 display
positions. The results showed that display position optimized for manual opera‐
tion did not improve user performance. KM mode (participants used keyboards/
mice) generated the best overall performance. Gesture mode enabled participants
to have comparable precision to that of KM mode in sizing the picture, while
Touch mode completed the task in a shorter time. All mode that allowed mixed
use of all types of operations did not outperform using traditional keyboards/mice.
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1 Introduction

As technology advances, multi-touch screens become the fastest growing technology
among those main stream devices and gestural operation usually accompanies their use.
Research has shown a touch display positioned at a lower angle from the horizon could
reduce fatigue in touch operation and was preferred by the users [1]. For gestural oper‐
ation, users need to perform more complicated finger/hand activity on a multi-touch
screen for a longer time. It is therefore expected that a horizontal position optimized for
gestural operation should improve user performance in computer tasks using multi-touch
screens. Such an assumption has not received much attention in literature.

To further investigate the effect of gestural operations on user performance under
different touchscreen settings, the interactions between tasks and operational modes
must be considered. Direct operations using touchscreens and indirect operations using
keyboards/mice may affect user performance in different types of tasks. For example,
data entry tasks, e.g. word processing, require a larger amount of typing. Since typing
involves repetitive clicking, it is expected that indirect operations using keyboards/mice
will generate better performance. In contrast, object manipulation such as photo editing,
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requires users to acquire and translate target objects. On one hand, direct operations can
generate comparable performance to that of indirect operations [2]. However, if the
target size is apparently smaller than the user’s finger, the performance of direct oper‐
ations becomes worse because of biomechanical disadvantages that are caused by longer
distance in operations and the “fat-finger” effect signifying the target being blocked by
the finger [3]. On the other hand, the performance of dragging objects is determined by
the precision requirements of the task. When the requirement is not excessive, direct
manipulation by gestural operations possesses advantages in that it can translate and
scale the object at the same time and control the object directly with immediate response.

The research objectives of this study is to investigate whether touch and gestural
operations can be superior than traditional keyboard/mouse operations in computer tasks
under two display configurations, optimized for viewing and manual operations respec‐
tively. In particular, the investigator of this study is interested in knowing whether
gestural operation, in comparison with single-touch operation and traditional operation
with keyboards/mice, is advantageous in object manipulation, and whether gestural
operation can be facilitated by the display setting optimized for manual operation. The
results altogether can provide recommendations and guidelines of future HCI design
using multi-touch technology.

2 Methodology

Twenty students aged from 18- and 35-years old voluntarily participated in the experi‐
ment. The experimental task was implemented through a c# program that simulated
word processing software (Fig. 1). The task was composed of two parts: text editing and
picture manipulation.

Fig. 1. Experimental program

In text editing, the task goal is to modify the text in the bottom-left column (working
text) so that it would be identical to the text in the top-left column (original text).
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The original text to be referenced was adopted from English textbooks for senior high
schoolers. The working text was modified from the original text to a limited extent so
that participants might use only copy, cut and paste functions to complete editing while
s/he could still opt to type if s/he wanted. In picture manipulation, participants were
instructed to import a picture by clicking the “import” button on the menu and use a
mouse, touch buttons or gestural operations to match its position and size with the gray
area (target) on the right side of the program. The participants were instructed to
complete the experimental task in three operational modes.

1. Keyboard/Mouse (KM) mode: participants used a physical keyboard and a mouse
to complete the task.

2. Touch mode: participants used touch buttons and single-touch actions on the screen
to complete the task. For text editing, participants used a Windows® embedded touch
keyboard to type, and click on “Select,” “Copy,” “Cut” and “Paste” buttons to
perform corresponding functions. For picture manipulation, participants need to
click “Move” button under the target area first, then single-click on the touchscreen
to move the picture to a new location. Similarly, to adjust the size of the picture
participants need to click on the picture first, click “Zoom” button to set the picture
to the zooming mode, and then single-click on the touchscreen to set a new location
for the control point. The picture would in turn change its size according to the new
location of its control point.

3. Gesture mode: participants used touch buttons and a pinch gesture to complete the
task. For text editing, participants also used an on-screen keyboard to type, but
gestural operations were used to perform select, copy, cut and paste functions. To
select, participants needed to swipe (Fig. 2) to the right or the left of the I-beam
cursor, and then click on the end position of the selection. To cut or copy the selected
text, participants used pinch-out and pinch-in gesture (Fig. 2) respectively. To past
the selected text, participants tapped both their index and middle fingers on the
touchscreen (2-finger tap, Fig. 2). For picture manipulation, participant could trans‐
late and adjust the size of the picture simultaneously by using the pinch gesture. The
size of the picture would change according to the change of the finger span and the
location of the picture would follow the move of the finger locations.

Fig. 2. Gestural operations

4. All mode: participants were allowed to use all functions/operations in three previ‐
ously mentioned modes. Participants, however, were told to not rely one operational
mode and encouraged to mix modes for optimal performance.
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Furthermore, the touchscreen was set into two different positions: a vertical position
for optimal viewing (OPView), and a horizontal position for optimal manipulation
(OPManu). At OPView position, the touch screen was placed on the upper part of the
ergonomic desk and tilted at 75˚ from the surface (Fig. 3 left). At OPManu position, the
touch screen was placed on the lower part of the ergonomic desk and tilted at 15˚ from
the surface (Fig. 3, right). The height of the table and the tilt angle of the screen could
be easily adjusted based on participants’ preference. Since the upper part of the table
was farer from the participants’ sitting points and the lower part was nearer, participants
were told to optimize the OPView position for their viewing from a distance and the
OPManu position for their manual operation around they hands and forearms.

Fig. 3. Display positions

There were 7 experimental conditions (blocks) as shown in Table 1. The participants
performed 1 practice and 4 repetitive trials sequentially in each block according to its
designated condition, and they executed blocks randomly.

Table 1. Experimental conditions

Operational
modea

Touchscreen position
OPView OPManu

KM Block 1 -b

Touch Block 2 Block 5
Gesture Block 3 Block 6
All Block 4 Block 7

aThe order of operational modes were randomized within
block.
bUser rarely use a keyboard/mouse at OPManu position in
reality.

Their performance in terms of time spent in completing the entire work, editing text
and manipulating pictures was recorded by the experimental software. Accuracy of
picture manipulation including the deviation of the picture’s center to the target center
and the difference of the picture’s size to the size of the target area was also recorded.
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Accuracy of text editing, however, was manually processed by comparing the original
text and the working text to compute the ratio of the correctly typed characters to the
total number of characters in the designated materials.

3 Results

Both operational modes and display positions significantly affect task completion time.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that operating by KM or All mo at OPView
position took significantly shorter time to complete the task (both p-value < 0.001, see
Fig. 4). Further decomposition of the task completion time into text editing and picture
manipulating time showed similar results. Based on Tukey’s post-hoc analysis, however,
Touch mode was superior to Gesture mode in picture manipulation regardless of display
position.

Fig. 4. Main effect plots for task completion time

The user performance in terms of accuracy was measured by ACC% (the ratio of
correctly edited characters in the designated text), deviation (the Euclidean distance
between the picture’s center and the target center) and size difference (the product of
errors in horizontal and vertical dimension of the manipulated picture). Based on
ANOVA, ACC% was not significantly affected by any of the factors studied. However,
both operational modes and display positions significantly affected deviation (both p-
value < 0.01, see Fig. 5). As for size difference, only operational modes were proved
significant (p-value < 0.001).

Further post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s method showed that participants performed
rather similarly in All, KM and Gesture mode. Touch operation was inferior to opera‐
tions in All and KM mode in terms of sizing pictures accurately.
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4 Conclusion and Discussion

In this study, the effects of operational modes and display positions on user performance
in a computer task consisting of text editing and picture manipulation were investigated
on a multi-touch display at two positions (vertical position optimized for viewing vs.
horizontal position optimized for manipulation). Major findings are:

1. Display position optimized for manipulation facilitated neither performance time
nor accuracy.

2. Operating by keyboards/mice (KM mode) or KM, touch and gesture combined mode
(All mode) at OPView position enabled users to complete the task in a significantly
shorter time. In addition, touch operation was found to be superior to gestural oper‐
ation in picture manipulation in terms of time performance regardless of touchscreen
positions.

3. Users using gesture operation were able to produce comparable precision in sizing
pictures to operations in KM and All mode.

From the results it was easy to see that users were still strongly influenced by their
past experience in human-computer interaction, relying heavily on keyboards/mice. This
phenomenon may also explain users’ inferior performance on the touchscreen at
OPManu position- they just did not get used to it. These findings proposed challenges
to future computer workstation design for multitouch-enabled computers. It was also
noted that gestural and touch operation was different in their effects on users’ precision
in manipulating objects. Future study may reference to this noticeable finding to further
investigate how to optimize the use of the gestural operation in object manipulation tasks
that require accuracy, and the use of the touch operation in quick translation.

Fig. 5. Main effect plots for deviation
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